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Abstract
The first phase of any new dictionary project includes the detailed design of the dictionary entries. This
involves writing sample entries. Deciding which lemmas to write entries for tends to be random, for
lack of theory-based criteria for selection. This paper describes a database of the lexicographic properties of English lemmas, reflecting the work of theorists such as Apresjan, Cruse, Fillmore, Lakoff,
Levin and MeľEuk. It was used successfully in the selection process during the planning phase of a
major new English bilingual dictionary, ensuring that all major policy decisions on entry structure were
made early in the project, and resulting in a DTD well able to cope with 50,000 entries and a Style
Guide already comprehensive at the start of the main project. The method described here ("lexicographic profiling") is applicable to any language, although of course the actual properties of lemmas
are to some extent language specific.

1 The background
The paper describes a systematic approach to the microstructure design for a totally new
corpus-based bilingual dictionary, tried and tested in Phase 1 of the New English Irish Dictionary (NEID) project.1 The following packages were completed on time and within the
rather modest budget in the course of the one-year first phase of this project:

' This project was launched in the summer of 2003. The contract for Phase 1 of the project was awarded to the Lexicography MasterClass Ltd. The project wasdirected by Sue Atkins, Adam Kilgarriff, arid Michael Rundell, with Valerie Grundy as Managing Editor.
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1.
2.

a design for a customised lexicographical corpus;
a 225 million word corpus of English (Hiberno-, British and American), and a 30 million word corpus ofbish, all linguistically annotated to a high level;
3.
software: a corpus query system with the corpora loaded;
4.
a user profile, a set of headword selection principles and a headword list;
5.
a list of linguistic labels for marking register, style, domain, variety etc.;
6.
100 sample bilingual entries (English-frish) covering the full range of entry types;
7.
50 'template' (model) entries, for certain lexical sets;
8.
a detailed description of the proposed entry structures needed for the dictionary;
9.
a document type definition (DTD);2
10.
software: a dictionary production system with the DTD loaded;
11.
a comprehensive style guide (lexicographers' manual);
12.
a functioning web-based 'reading-and-marking' programme;
13.
software: project-management tools (scheduling, textflow, budgets etc.);
14.
a Linguistic Advisory Board consisting of 30 leading linguists, to advise on dictionary
policy and comment on dictionary sample text;
15.
a business plan for Phase 2 (dictionary production), with detailed schedules and budgets.
The work on lexicographic profiling described in this paper contributed substantially to
tasks 6-11 inclusive ofthe above list.
2 How we set about it
For the dictionary writing software to serve the project correctly, the major policy decisions on entry structure, content and layout must be taken before the DTD is finalized. Similarly, the Style Guide must be comprehensively drafted, although of course this document is
inevitably fine-tuned during the first year or so of a dictionary project. Our aim therefore in
selecting the headwords for the 100 sample entries which would inform the DTD and Style
Guide was to choose words which would bring out, as far as possible, the whole spectrum of
problems, situations, and combinations likely to be encountered by the lexicographers and
translators working on Phase 2 of the project.
2.1 Identifying lexicographicproblems
In the course of our work as senior dictionary editors we had already compiled a database
of words that had proved problematic in other dictionaries, together with the specific problems they raised. Lemmas were grouped according to part of speech, and within these groups
there were a number of sub-categories relevant to that part of speech. Each of the problems
in our original list had been analysed in detail, resulting in a relational database in which
were recorded, for each lemma, the lexicographic properties that would require policy deci-

2

The commercial dictionary production software, supplied by IDM Paris (www.idm.fr), required customization for
the project: in particular of course the DTD had to be written, defining the structure of the various types of entry.
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sions for the dictionary macro- and microstructure. Table 1 shows some examples of the
kinds of issue we recorded at this point.
(u'inlvi<>nl

h<UL4

lw»v

iminw|rapb ••••• *••••• not tö miåa difTcwtu tmtÄs whh hvMOgriqA tiusiber*
Ilir 1•• difli<tt>nt core meanings «ť Um lemma ('container', *sport*, 'botanical* eie.)

bi>v

whelíter to esrganšze the senses aorording to part orspc<sth • according to meaning;
•,•, •••••• box the noun, rawiuîng "coiiuiiucr% be tonatesi clase to box trie verb meaning *put
inta a •••••••' and separai* fr<HU ths otliM ••• tax (te plant), ar sl>ould all the •••• «senses
be grouped, »hen elllhe verb senses?

s|>ixk

rnt msiance of« typ« of WOTIJ tot tilway s raises problems in bilingual <&tfoiHincs;
when used as itómÍMrs.;1 aid» wonts often give ri» to a plethora 0 ľ translations accordine to
the r)0tui ileitiiz*d (/tpeck (>f4wt, sp*>ekoftmt4, spvc!u <zfycl!wv *src,)

rthû

•••••••&• of multiple prate of speech (noun, ««liner, verb), ••• ing
rejt<rcsmtatives tf main aubi>"ptsof\"crb(intrajmiiiv4:. transitive, repo« verb) and wide range
of diiw:tjijrml •*,

«.'(JO

ptutwipatks» in muUrewnI expiassions (eímer • the ••••. «•• chambw, ech« lmck
eta): wfcre these shouW łse show« (as headwords, nesteá itend\vonis, within lire •••>' in 11
«¡¡••• jxaHjuii ett,}

Utile

hwv t» desí with •• Just lite adjective but ¡»arts irf speech lhát ••• .mntakmsiy
mvtiward to pln datti» m • b ii inguai entry (broud negative quantifiaAikteruiitieT}

might

as a modat vab, frcquratíly raises problem» af tsigcí-languiigc wpivalcne*c wttcrc no
direct optai tart ŕxiäfei, part!«»!»' lejíwo^Rtphiůiil •••••••$ ii«*t to 1» dsvejoeedíspôcinliy
ada|!loi ratüry layo«, distuisíve notes «te.)

Table 1. Sóme of the issues noted in our survey
2.2 Classifying the problems
The structured data constituted a database oîlexicographieproperties oflemmas (henceforth the lemma properties database, or LPD), i.e. those properties that have an immediate
impact on lexicographic decisions. We included in this database concepts from linguists such
as Apresjan, Cruse, Fillmore, Lakoff, Levin and Mel'Ëuk, whose work in lexical semantics
gave us a clearer view of what weihad to do. An example is the use we made ofApresjan's
seminal study ofregular polysemy (see 4.2.2).
This allowed us to produce lexicographic profiles of words which we were considering as
candidates for the 100 sample entries, and to select the final 100 headwords on a systematic
basis, ensuring that most of the problems the dictionary team would come across in Phase 2
ofthe project had been tackled andsolved in this preliminary stage.
3 The problems: principal microstructure decisions
The main microstructure issues on which decisions had to be taken are summarised in

s

This is Mel'Ëuk's 'Sing' lexical function; see Mel'Ëuk et al (1984/1988/1992)
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this section: although our particular work was establishing the infrastructure for an EnglishIrish dictionary with a detailed user profile (and therefore focussing only on English), the decisions discussed here are relevant to every bilingual dictionary. We provided the publisher
with seven batches of sample entries. Each batch focussed on one of the key issues listed below, and consisted of 12-15 entries and a discussion document offering alternative ways of
handling the data and proposing our preferred method.4
3.1 High-level structural division oflexical entries
This is the first decision regarding the overall microstructure organization: should the
top-level organizing principle for grouping the various lexical units5 of a lemma be (1) meaning or (2) part of speech? This is a decision which must be made very early in the planning
phase because of its implications for the DTD.
3.2 Treatment ofmulti-wordexpressions andderivedforms
How should multiword expressions (MWEs: essentially, compounds, phrasal verbs, idioms) and derived forms be dealt with within the microstructure and what principles could be
established for deciding which types of MWE (if any) should be given headword status. An
early decision is needed on this point too, in order to establish a basic DTD.
3.3 Treatment oflinguistic Uibels in dictionary anddatabase
The actual types oflabel (domain, register, style, variety etc.) and the specific labels to be
made available to the lexicographers were established separately. This batch of sample entries focussed on the circumstances in which a label should be used - in the initial sourcelanguage analysis, in the translation material, and in the final version of the dictionary entry
- and those where some other type of indicating material would be more appropriate. The
scope of the label, both in SL and in TL text, was also discussed.
3.4 Treatment ofIrish regional variants in dictionary anddatabase
The issue here was to determine which regional vocabulary and syntactic variants should
be included in the target-language material, how these should be labelled (if at all), and - in
the absence of an accepted 'standard' Irish - whether there should be any prioritizing distinctions made among thevarious regional equivalents.
3.5 Function word entries: content, style and uiyout
The main decisions here related to the words to be considered as 'function words' (in particular, the grey area of English adverbial and prepositional particles), and how thefiinctional
equivalents in the target language should be set out and exemplified. The methodology de-

4
3

Final decisions on all of these points were the responsibility of the publishing institution, Foras na Gaeilge.
This term is used as defined in Cruse (1986): essentially, a lemma in one of its meanings.
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vised for dealing lexicographically with semantic equivalence is not very helpful in such cases.
3.6 MiscelUineous style issues
This batch of entries dealt with problems not addressed elsewhere. Each of them impacted less critically on DTD design than those discussed in 3.1 - 3.5, but nonetheless had to be
accounted for in the Style Guide and DTD. They included dealing with abbreviations and
acronyms, productive prefixes and suffixes, and contracted forms, as well as showing verbs
with obligatory adjuncts, and resolving the various problems raised by nouns functioning as
itemizers.
3.71ssues rehiting to Irish equivalence
The issues raised in this batch of entries are those which cause problems in every bilingual dictionary: source-language (SL) items with no direct target-language (TL) translation;
those with partial semantic congruence, where either the SL item or the TL item is more specific than the other; instances where the denotational meaning of SL and TL items matched
but they diverged along the axes of register, style, or pragmatic force etc.; the approach to
finding equivalents of culture-bound encyclopedic items such as Downing Street; and in
what circumstances a simple TL paraphrase of the SL item should be acceptable.
4 Analysing the problems: the lemma properties database
The database is designed to be stored in Microsoft Access or a similar database package
and to be queried on the basis of property type, actual property, or instantiating lemma. Still
incomplete, it contains 27 classes oflexicographic properties, which account for 581 actual
properties.
4.1 Classes oflexicographicproperties
While some of these properties relate to the lemma (headword) itself, the great majority
relate to specific parts of speech and therefore to the lexical unit (LTJ) rather than the lemma.
The principal properties recorded about the lemma itself were:
• the various wordclasses of its LUs;
• its lexical form (simple word, prefix, abbreviation, hyphenated, multiword etc.);
• its corpus profile (corpus frequency, preferred text type, regional variety etc.);
• the labels needed for its lexicographic description (domain, register etc.);
• miscellaneous properties (monosemous, polysemous, with non-homophone homograph
etc.);
• its participation in multiword expressions;
• its participation in regular polysemy types (see 4.2.2);
• its participation in a lexical set for which a model ('template') entry was envisaged.
The remainder of the properties in the database were recorded individually for nouns,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs and function words and focussed on:
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• noun, verb etc. types (common/proper nouns; lexical, auxiliary, copular verbs and subtypes of these; gradable, ungradable etc. adjectives and adverbs);
• semantic classes (human, artifact etc. nouns; motion, sound etc. verbs; colour, sound,
existential etc. adjectives; manner, degree, time etc. adverbs);
• morphological properties, both inflectional and derivational;
• syntactic properties (nouns that modify other nouns, nouns postmodified by an adverbial phrase, as in the journey home; the wide range of syntactic behaviour, especially complementation, of verbs, adjectives and adverbs);
• participation in Levin-type alternations (for verbs and nouns);
• some other miscellaneous properties for each part of speech.
4.2 Some examples oflexicographicproperties
Examples oftwo ofthese classes follow: lexicalform ofthe lemma (headword) and regular polysemy participant.
4.2.1 Properties relating to the lexicalform ofthe headword
The lexical form - or variations on this - of the lemma raises issues of content and layout
which impact on both maçrostructure and microstructure. Some examples are shown in Table
2.
property
*inlpte word
abbreviation {initiât
tellers, prttwuneed 9S
tenerti)

«•&

at (irudiv<ird

France
Iké EC, the

B&c, mm

European, Bril Isti,
weapon

••••••• (iriätíal
lettera, pronounced as
a ivorti)
prefix {productive)

•••.•••, Kalo

unît«), mirili

suffix (productive)

••'•,

imu4mord lemmas

lss>ui>
(&tmlard heudwonl)

ariti-, es-...

udäilii'X'ßve,
i>*>tt-shv
Uì! right, ¡n
»pite Q/

-fesi, -free , -shy

all, righi, »pite...

Where will flic foil information be given? Will
Shete •• Bniss-.referuiBe*rJf ihn tary«< lanjjua|}<s
his also an abbreviated form, will lbe full fcmti of
'to* ,••21!••• to included «rf If m> «tac?
(•* • ••&•••• abúve)

!How t» handle seinanttisalty fieli •••••••• which
may •• attached to a wide range of words,
How t(t hfttxtlc similarly productive suffixes,

Should there be «¡Mword headwords? If •

•• criteri» for !«fttKvoîd *iws,, Decid* how

hypbena1ed mi«!

firtxuMmfml,

brnacl, leur, flop.
ear

has vtLii!m< spelling

••••••
/<tftratimtm

aluminium

('if •••• to shew links with other heudwards.
Haw t» himdlc com]Mwnds (hyphenated or mmti>'ptiwwitud>—•• headword*? SemoiKtary
headwords'? Defined1? Net defittesi'? ete,
Should both vwsii-ms have headword siaftis or
ühoMid one viirsatti he give* within (to «mry t'«
the »titers If two headwords, where shcaiW the
iiìfoiinMitìti he gjven'i

Table 2. Issues raised by the lexical form ofthe lemma
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4.2.2 Properties relating to regularpolysemy relationships
This class ofproperties is very large (163 items): it was compiled initially on the basis of
Apresjan's work (see Apresjan 1973), and expanded as other instances of the phenomenon
surfaced in our analysis. This property does not generate lemma-specific problems. However, the identification oftypes ofregular polysemy allows the Style Guide to include instructions on how to deal with headwords which participate in each particular type of relationship,
making the overall approach to this aspect of the lexicography much more consistent. Table 3
contains a very short extract showing some types ofregular polysemy.
property
conUiincr «-»contente »
«onu'ijitef u->ajtioufli n
••••••• n->to pJüi'is m
«MUaincr vi
<lanee •->•••••••••• •

¡•••••••• k'trimuv
•>•. litt, can, pacta, híig,
p!dal, aite
box, glass, /•••/, case
p<x&et, fettr, am, ÍM
rango, QuM;mp, rml

4iirtLEj w*>di> ifoíií. çlns&t? ri

tanp\ tjtmk3U'p,fimtrt.>< „

irait of pbni n->i>Iaiu »

raspberry, appk,
oratati stmvet<rry
oak, «víří»1, elm. pinu,
atäSíOgmty,.
mahogaiiy, wgslmijt ¡mi', y?«r

Ire© i)->tls wood n

cůJour of thai wood, n m<kl
iuitel **•• fœr of skïis «

*»Ŕ*, st/uirrelfßut; leppùtd,
c>'0cmHk-

•.•.
•
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
•
•

fa ale lfm rto/f bexhtomtf
six!}&&•giášs&i
atti huff a glam of''*tot
.«hi» tai .w/m* ufoimv i» fev pechft
he p<x:k&lt>ii äié dutmpŕ
i 'm .¡¡••*•• the ffîtgi>
ttw ^iiV svveml tafí&ixf
¡ 'm learning dut maga
iimv uutsiaetl tvuttđ the room
ił txowi qfraspberries

• aficléttfnupbŕ/rm
* tiirve (Ai pines b<?h'mi the trouse
* Mhk made (¡fpìm
* titmfeefutatiogatft
9
éw rieh ftvđmgam' *V*Au:r* .harr

* aMtfidiífíroíixfífcs
* a tratxnttle haudbtqi

Table 3. Some types of regular polysemy recorded in the database
5 Solving the problems: lexicographic profiles
A list was drawn up of over 400 lemmas known to be problematic, each lemma was
checked against the appropriate property classes and its lexicographic profile was extracted.
Our aim was to collect words as disparate as possible with regard to all aspects of inherent
properties and corpus use, thus ensuring policy decisions on as many as possible points of
macrostructure and microstructure. One example suffices, that of echo.
5.1 Case study: lexicographicprofìle o/echo
Table 4 contains the lexicographic profile of the lemma echo, drawn from our database.
The order in which the properties are listed has no significance. These profiles help to ensure
that the words chosen as headwords of sample entries cover as many issues as possible. The
implications for dictionary entry structure of most of these properties are for the most part
transparent, but an explanatory note has been included where there could be some confusion.
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prop« rty

.

f>r lemma «ç/w

note on •••• «kel»ion

1

ksétài torni; skapte
\verd

2

corpus profile :raw
toqueucy: 1••••

5

«••••• profite!
frequency raid;: noun

5080

who ò tíw •$• iMi)st frequent noun in lito
eerpus (¡•• note aberre)

4

corpus profile;
frequency rank: verb

3581

mim fe lbe 3581• mani, frequent verb in the
•••• (see note Above)

5

beiongs to a 'word
famtfy'

celtixit>g Hdjcettre

MorpMogicalty related headwords am
infliiaice treatmsnt of • łemmib

6

p0ly3ftliWW («•.1•9

severní dietitiiiary |»••• tsg.
1) fe* œte eehots/.
2) / *eft* f/wM *e«íft»i»»u

Relát«$ w «ease orderm&, ii|soliienifchícal or
!K«-hkrarehicai sense ntunbcnng etc.

1 30,6ď per million words
|

Freqiisncj* nud nmkingorieRini*ffl em! \X\s •••
affect the depth of treatment, |*ailicularty in
learners' dktirniaries.

p-o-s=n*un

CEW>WJ

S

p-o-s=vcrb

•• »«if ŕ ecfiůtd ••• ÍR« feri/.

í»

nomi subtype: count

.,. Miutrng out sottmfa ami
tìstenittg tó tlít ¡tŕhťxjt

Subtypes of now relet« l<>dseraons »n p-o-s
••••• tn dictionary, e.g. «<*, •• -

IKMU1

ftutw rte ťťř»?

to

noun subtype:
uiscouttt no*w

... Hsbtg-itľing •••••• ant! lats
ofedxi m /isefe •••••• ami
•••••• to vitter listeners,

Sec mote ut 9.

It

noun syn««; fjh*&¡l oí
NP) subject of VP

Ffe? HmMjrerfeíí «ďw ¿tortimi ta
ali.

Making «we đ s%*rriaMle jK>ssiWtftte ore
oovenid: some nouns rarely tit nevi» (•••• in
this position, and this must be noted where
relevant.

12

:noun syntax: (bead of
NP) «*¡• of VP

•'• heard, a ¡tmdtscHo.

Sec note above at I í.

13

m>uii: semantic
fraine*: sound

We hearé a tomi eclto.

'Oik is a concept fram ftiuue semantics: •••
Alkùis enaQ•ì)md Fillmore «tat (2•••
Noting the semantics (lůlps to ••••• Ühat tlie
sample DGWIWOKIS ••• «s dispar»!« tw possible,
semantic ¡illy.

tí

noun: seiaantk
fame; becoming
aware

Il was art ectm of former
Imppitmít.

See nato ut: •.

15

noun: matrpbology:
pUWiS in -*»

ecu««

Bow io show soupx langUBg«; plurals in łbe
didìoniey,

•

noun: marpbotogy:
•••-íÉerívett am>
nominal

See Levo» (1•). Check if relationship Iwìkts
••• «emiintieäMy <ltoirtct Uh, M.iey ••••
to kindle lîiiâ rf so and if not

i)ttwHtediu
2) bearmi «tim

6

Statistics taken from the British National Corpus (www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk^.
"Semantic frames are schematic representations of situation types (eating, spying, removing, classifying, etc.) together with lists of the kinds of participants, props, and other conceptual roles that are seen as components of such
situations." FAQs on FrameNet website, www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet/. See also Fontenelle (2003).

7
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property

of lemma cefo

m>tf un p« II«)" deci.« ¡«H

n

itoirn is element i»
MWE

eclat cl<uinber
tóthe&r lu /lm ttćlnu

18

in!MWBtype: Wtom:
•••••••••••••
flexible

eimmi/cbewMg to (1• echo

How io show flexibility (•• not) of •••.

19

in!MWElypc:
cumponwl lunm

eclm cfiamhír, plural echo
chamhert '

How (i? handle pluml .of compmmđ nouns: here
ahe plural •••••• on í"'1 component, butaomu
ecmpoumt •••• (eg. court marila fi marti
plural •« I" componen(;

2fj

••: inuUi|ilu>fiuil
extension

... H>stmmy ůehitffx t>fpasl events:

How to handle produdivc use of metaphor in
language, yielding uses ivfiieh are noi *seť
enough to lä<-- treated •• dictionary senses. See
Lakoff & Johnson (1980),

lì

vert> subtype:
mtrinsitwe

f te *hm schawl ••••• ihn
vü/rin».

Subtype* of warb f «slute so décisions on p-tvs
•••••• «> dklioniay. «jr.. w, »í, vii,._ How to
den! with transitivity/ intransitívtl}' m entry
layout.

22

\«rt> subtype:,
transitivi!:

H« echoes this view.

See note above at 21.

23

vertisubtypc:
riijwîiiiig vert)

"Bem>t.w (.ftkifp!m<?" he
echimi mockingly.

Sec rw!e above at 21.

24

vtAucmanïk frame:
SCffilttl

ifejauml echoed roundthe
roam.

See note ¡it 13.

25

v«rh; scitifltiifc frame:
communkatioft

.1 am fwtjtpy io ***• fttew«
JteniiJiiMtt.

See noie at 13,

2fi

wert>: n•rph«>k>gy:
•«•• vb
-ex, •ingl -łlrf

echtuzs, •••••!> ireitrnng

How to rtiftwverb inflrr<H>rt*, which, typ* to
includer-and which to consider default

27

verb : uicíaplumíal
cxtwwbtt

WV pai/iteti ihn &vems grrnm lo
echo ••• ••••• qftl»fitrr>itim>.,

I low ti. handle ineujphurie,al iueamiisg esleiMitiets
which are i»o( *set' enough to h« treated its
diaiüuay soases. Sce Lakûff & Jeluwn (IM>>

28

wh: in alternation:

ì ) tlmlf volca echoed in the hall
2) »to kíttíachočdwith 0mir
iw'œf

••• X've-• in •
-> ¥ ve As with X

SecLcv'Bt(1993).

29

verbis domem ¡n
MWK type: phrasal
vert»-VtADV
inrnmsiuV»

The iiíurtíi rííMtíietťil ûfflhi
waíh ami xhoml hank

How to handle Intransitive verb + partirlo
phrasal itiii.B,.

W

\=*rt.>.i**|iiiii!jiilm
MWE type: phrasal
vert>- V4A'DV
transitive

? te ¿••• but <sAwr.v hack ih«
public vaici).

ilo w io ••4• irimätiv<? 1151b • partirli» •1•.«•1
•••.

3i

l<Ael type; <ft»tnfltn:
telecomm unica t iona

Thw '.i trn »•/ï •» ififf 1•,

A liibeLling 3»lìey äs <ssenttalL together with «
list of agreed labels and how they will be used.

Table 4. Lexicographic profile of echo
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6 Applying lexicographic profiles
The lexicographic profiles ofthe 100 headwords selected for the sample entries generated
principled decisions on the type of information to be included in the dictionary entry, how
that information was to be shown, how different types ofentry were to be structured and how
the information types fitted together to make up that structure. From there, we were able to
go on and establish the DTD and write the Style Guide.
6.1TheDTD
The DTD defmes the structure of the different types of entry in the dictionary, and the use
of the lemma properties database in the selection of sample entries enabled us to write the
DTD with a high level of confidence that no major issue had been overlooked.
Every aspect of the lexicography of each headword was thoroughly studied: for instance,
our analysis of different multiword expressions led us to conclude that - in this one-volume
print dictionary - we needed to retain a good deal of flexibility with regard to the status of
compounds. Thus, in the DTD, a Compound Container can contain essentially the same
structure as a full lexical Dictionary Entry, allowing lexicographers at the final stage of editing8 to decide (on the basis of the Style Guide) whether a specific compound should be given
headword status or shown within the body of an entry, as this DTD extract9 shows:
<!lLiH!8f 5Int B*>mw, <SenBlk | :tWkMTOlk | fhEVlL'k I tt*gW<steGnt |
XRefCnt i Fw:kSsn.Cnt | RegVerHoteCnt | COMKEHT)*) >
<tBLEWHHT CpdCiifc iČ^đGp, {SeHB.lK | FwkS*hCs*E | UAgMoC*Ciifc | XRéfCMť
COMKEHT)*) >

6.2 The Style Guide
On the basis of a comprehensive sampling of headwords participating in multiword constructions, the Style Guide contained quite explicit guidelines on how to handle these, as is
shown in the following extract from the manual used by editors compiling the bilingual entry:
\4M
Co*ftpewtt<te - •»«*
in ihe framcvv0rJk* all «ompouods nssocáatcd «ritìi a. h&aåmmi um ••••••. b •••
CPDBQc můúa. the MWEBŁ You stouM coraiďer mcb careMly. AU those tto(
msríi Ml. oompouDMi-headwcHcd state ac00rdiag m the pairac-ipfc» disras<xl 11fe0vc
šhouM • pťOíttOíed to ;fMll. !ieadwjgd m\t*m m*& •• •••1• •• mäh
(ÇpdEnt). .Anj?' ••1 do jwt sh0uM bs subswmed in, tte ••••••• •••• wiířtin ••
•••• eHLry.

8

The three stages ofediting were (1) initial source-language analysis, recorded in a database ("the framework"); (2)
target-language translations added to database; (3) extraction from this material of the polished bilingual entry.
9
The abbreviations CPDBlk etc. are labels used to define elements of entry structure in the DTD and to signpost
them in the dictionary editing software.
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7 Cùonclusion
The lemma properties database provided a systematic approach to policy decision-making in a new corpus-based dictionary project. By applying the ideas of theoretical linguists,
and using our many years of lexicographic experience, we ensured that most difficulties
which would be encountered during the course of dictionary editing had been carefully considered and instructions on how to handle them encoded into the style guide, and that the
software was running on a comprehensive and flexible DTD.
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